Cathy Harris Gesara News Updates,
Friday, Sep. 23, 2022
Social Media Censorship:
-Fact-checkers never existed until the truth started coming
out. Censorship is a tool used when the lie loses its power.
-Federal court ends Facebook censorship as we know it.
Texas wins social media censorship lawsuit, but even
though I have reframed from discussing (you know what)
they still got me. My Facebook account is currently
restricted. I am on some type of timer for censorship on
Facebook. They block me every 2 to 3 weeks usually for 30
days, however, this time I am only restricted.

Sep. 24-27, Feast of Trumpets
On Sep. 24-27, 2022, it will be the ‘Feast of Trumpets’. In
2022, Rosh Hashanah will begin at sundown on Sep. 25
and end at sundown on Sep. 27. For the trumpet will sound
and the dead will be raised imperishable, and we shall be
changed (Corinthians 15:51-52). For the lord himself will
descend from heaven with a cry of command, with the voice
of an archangel, and with the sound of the trumpet of God.
And the dead in Christ will rise first. Then we who are alive,
who are left, will be caught up together with them in the
clouds to meet the Lord in the air, and so we will always be
with the Lord (1 Thessalonians 4:16-17)
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The Possible Start of Gesara – You are about to witness
the ‘Liberation of Humanity’ – the biggest transfer of
wealth and power in human history.
-Saturday, September 24 is September 11 on Julian
Calendar and we all had heard something big would
happen on 911.
-On or about Sep. 24, 2022, banks will shut down so have
cash on hand for 2 to 10 days. Possible stock market crash,
EBS, Blackout, Martial Law, etc.
-Dow is down over 400. They are confirming there will be
no trading next week (#Gesara).
-209 Nations are now gold-asset backed.
-Turkey wants to join BRICs nation.
-Lebanon is closing all banks for 3 days as depositors in
multiple incidents across Lebanon have started to rob and
break into banks to get access to their own funds.
-Wells Fargo, the bank put over Gesara for the U.S.,
received the cash release codes Wed. midnight EST 21
Sept. The Rescue of Financial Instruments has officially
begun. The global launch of funds has just taken place in
all parts of the world, marking the beginning of the global
asset redemption program. You can start paying the tens of
thousands of transactions around the world waiting for this
event.
-Redemption Centers are receiving trenches of money.
-There are rumors that prosperity packages are being paid.
-The bankrupt Central Banks haven’t received the fiat U.S.
Dollar from the Bankrupt Federal Reserve since last Tues.
Sep. 13.
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-All banks were required to switch from the old fiat monetary
system to the new gold/asset-backed Republic System by
Wed. midnight Sep. 14.
-By Monday, Sep. 19, new gold asset-backed U.S.
Treasury Notes were delivered to all Tier 1, 2 and 3 banks.
- I don't believe the Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs)
were lifted at banks so that info wasn't correct but NDA’s
should be lifted by now so start speaking with your banks.
Ask about the new Rainbow Currency. The Fiat U.S. dollar
should be phased out by the end of the year.
-Heads up -- the big banks are planning layoffs.
Troop Mobilization:
-There is a large mobilization of troops in Germany, Russia,
and London. Germany will start patrolling the streets to
prevent riots starting on Oct. 1, 2022.
-The UK has more warships and vessels in the water than
anywhere else in the world. Military is the only way.
-Mobilization of Russia was announced only 3 times in the
course of history (July 18, 1914 (WW1); June 23, 1941
(WW2); and Sep. 21, 2022 (Russia vs. NATO)).
The Queen:
-Queen Elizabeth funeral was one of the biggest gatherings
of world power brokers in recent world history. On Mon. 19
Sep. 2022, Global Elites attending the funeral of Queen
Elizabeth were briefed by the Alliance on the upcoming
collapse of their governments and banking systems, which
would lead to Debt Relief for The People.
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-The UK was in a 10-day mourning period which would end
on Tues. Sep. 20, the same time period that Q and Trump
on Telegram have indicated was the Ten days of
Disclosure.
-Sky News reported that the Queen has been lying in State
for the last 4 years in Westminster Hall.
-JFK, Jr. tweeted on Feb. 4, 2022, that the Queen would die
on Sep. 8, 2022.
-Operation London Bridge was launched on Sep. 8 with the
announcement of the Queen’s death, which freed the world
from British Admiralty Rule and insured the collapse of the
World Cabal Deep State regimen.
-The Queen took the H.W. Bush deal – TELL ALL – and get
a great farewell, however, they did include the wrinkled flag
on her coffin like George Bush Sr, which meant ‘treason’.
-The Queen died exactly 1776 days after the first Q-drop.
-The Windsor family were from originally from the German
Aristocratic family of Saxe Coburg Gotha…that borrowed
money from the House of Rothschild and provided a safe
haven for the founder of the illuminati…Adam Weishaupt.
-The Queen was worth over 17 million.
-The Demand for Kohinoor Diamonds is gaining momentum
after Queen’s death.
-The Queen was laundering money to 14 countries so now
these countries are free.
-The Queen was wicked. She was actually a Reptilian, a
lizard who ate children.
-The world is watching Q and the King. The Queen is out so
now it’s time for checkmate and removal of the King. King
Charles was ordered to appear before international tribunal
over death of William Combes and others so KING
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CHARLES will be the FIRST ARREST. The White Hat
Military in the UK now have King Charles III under Military
control.
-James Francis Alexander, the son of a British Lord from
Lincolnshire, claimed he was in fact Prince Harry, and had
been exchanged when he was 8 years old for threatening
to reveal that he was not the son of Prince Charles.
-Prince Andrew and Harry were stripped of their titles and
had to stare at the floor as they were excluded from the
royal salute for the Queen and forced to wear morning suits
for silent coffin procession.
Vatican:
-White Hat Military Operations silently seized the Chain of
Command of the Vatican Empire, Vatican Inc. in 2016. They
took away 650 plane loads of gold from the 150-mile-long
tunnel beneath the Vatican that ran to Switzerland. The gold
was returned to countries of original origin, mainly the U.S.
-Pope Francis did not attend Queen Elizabeth funeral.
There is an actor playing the Pope. The real Pope was
arrested for Crimes Against Humanity.
-Sep. 30 is the deadline for all funds to be returned to
Vatican because all the gold were removed from the
Vatican.
-The silent Military control of the Vatican has resulted in the
Knights of Malta, who controlled the UN, being
killed/arrested.
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Trump News:
-Most people especially Liberals and Democrats hate
Donald Trump but the first thing he did when he took office
was to create 3 Executive Orders to go after Child, Sex, and
Human Traffickers. He is the first President that ever did
this.
-Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama had a 16-year plan to
destroy America (Barack Obama – 8 years and Hillary
Clinton – 8 years), but TRUMP WON!!!
It was 103 million votes for Trump in 2020. Biden received
under 20 million. Trump won all 50 states – not 42.
-The Constitution has been restored. Sep. 17, 1787 was
Constitution Day so we celebrated the birthday on Sep. 17,
2022.
-President Trump declares the FBI to be unconstitutional
and told everyone to disregard the agency.
-Air National Guard out of their state and U.S. flew directly
over the White House and Capitol. The District of Columbia
(DC) is the most restricted airspace in the world with a 33
mile No Fly Zone Radius. The President is the ONLY who
can Federalize NG to Active Duty. They were Federalized
on Jan. 6 and 17, 2021, via Executive Orders, Title 10, Title
32, 47 US Code 606, the Stafford Act and Presidential
Emergencies Act, and have been to date.
-There were NO STARS on the flag at the last Trump rally,
which means surrender. The American flag without the
stars tells your enemy that further aggression on their part
will mean total annihilation, complete destruction or
obliteration (to remove all traces of). If your the enemy and
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you choose to surrender you will be treated well. President
Trump was sending the Deep State a message.
-The fake news media is in meltdown mode after the recent
nods from President Trump to Anons. Trump is giving
legitimacy to the Anons and Q. Anons are the followers of
Q. Q sends Q-drops to Anons. There are no Q-anons. The
media never get it right.
Child, Sex and Human Trafficking:
- Remember it’s all about the children. #SaveTheChildren,
#StopChildSexTrafficking, #EndHumanTrafficking.
-Child Protective Services (CPS) is kidnapping over 88% of
the yearly 800,000 missing children in the U.S.
-According to an FBI Whistleblower, the FBI is being pulled
from Child Trafficking cases to work on domestic violent
extremism.
-FBI protected Mom who made $200 million selling up to
8000 children over 40 years. She received only 3 months in
minimum security.
-GOP Arizona Senator says Foster children are being sold
into sexual slavery.
-Arizona State Senator David Farnsworth accuses Dept. of
Child Safety of facilitating Global Sex Trafficking ring after
550 children go missing.
-Starving children as young as 9 were forced to give UN
officials oral sex to get food. UN aid workers raped 60,000
people. Their organization employs 3,300 paedophiles. UN
is now closed down.
-Florida bans Medicaid use on gender-affirming treatments.
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-Children’s Mercy Hospital in Missouri Medically kidnaps
10-year old because parents wanted a second opinion.
-Stanford University attempts to normalize cannibalism and
infanticide when they started collecting blood, and body
parts, including children’s organs, and transplanting them
into older people’s bodies saying it could help humanity
achieve ‘immortality,’ according to researchers.
-Jeffrey Toobin, CNN Legal Analyst, announced he was
leaving the network following an incident where he was
caught masturbating on a Zoom call.
-A Military tribunal found CNN Brian Stelter of guilty of child
molestation and possession of child pornography, and
recommended he be hanged by the neck until dead.
-Cancer Researcher, Fire Lieutenant, Kona Ice Franchisee
is accused of trying to meet kids for sex.
-The Pedophile Information Exchange (PIE) was a British
pro-pedophile activist group founded in October 1974 and
officially disbanded in 1984.
The Alive and Dead:
-Derrick Johnson proves President Trump is still President
and Commander-in-Chief. On inauguration day Jan 2021,
Joe Biden received a military grade funeral service right in
front of the world…He is a puppet according to Derek
Johnson, a Veteran.
-Joe Biden has been dead for over 3 years and his
character is being played by 3 actors. YOU ARE
WATCHING A MOVIE!
-Over 900 Celebrities and public figures (#Alive) are in
Witness Protection. Celebrities are starting to come out of
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Witness Protection and show up. Princess Diana, JFK, Jr,
John McAfee, and Jeffrey Epstein are all alive. The
Pedophiles tried to hide Jeffery Epstein and the list. Prince
Andrew, King Charles, Joe Biden and many more are on
the list. Soon the whole world will see the list and more.
-Jeffery Epstein might have been a White Hat.
-George Floyd is alive and was online on youtube dancing.
George Floyd Was a False Flag, Psyop, Hoax, Scam:
-The same people who hate Donald Trump were the same
people that thought George Floyd had been killed.
Mainstream Media is nothing but LIES. #FakeNews. The
George Floyd fiasco was nothing but a PSYOP. They
played on the people's emotions and it worked.
-George Floyd showed up at his own funeral wearing
shades. The casket was too short for a six-foot man so
there were all these tell-tale signs to wake people up -- but
they never did.
-They showed George Floyd when he was being arrested
and one minute he had hair and a tattoo and then in another
video clip he was bald with no tattoo. So, all these clues
were right in front of your eyes.
-That was a life-like dummy on the ground whose neck was
being kneeled on and the man who was kneeling on the
dummy wasn't the same man that was being tried for the
crime on TV.
-That was also a life-like dummy that they put in the
ambulance with half a body, but the people wanted to
believe the worst. Please wake up and start loving this
country again.
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Other News:
-The active shooter at Princeton was a hoax.
-False Flags might be staged for Sep. 24 because Jefferson
County Emergency Management, Fire Station was calling
for ACTORS for a full-scale exercise in Oskaloosa, Kansas
from 7:00a.m. – noon.
-Many arrests are currently taking place. 358,609
Indictments will be unsealed.
-Two Georgia counties for a hand recount suddenly change
course. Georgia did not turn BLUE – they cheated.
#TheyCheatedBig.
-The Supreme Court has stepped in to halt Georgia
elections until a new system can be created.
-They are trying to normalize that it is okay to eat bugs.
-Google warrants are solving crimes.
-Texas Governor has announced that Drug Cartels are now
categorized as ‘Foreign Terrorist Organizations’ and all
future Fentanyl deaths will be classified as murder in the
state of Texas.
-Per Ron Desantis, illegal immigrants are being shipped to
Martha’s Vineyard and the home of Kamala Harris.
-The Air Force celebrated 75 years on Sep. 18, 2022.
-The Department of the Treasury is auditing 1250 IRS
agents who failed to pay taxes.
-Four agencies were founded in 1913 – FED (Federal
Reserve), FBI, IRS and the ADL (Anti-Defamation League)
so there are no coincidences they are all bad.
-Homeless encampments are expanding in cities like Los
Angeles, Atlanta, Philadelphia, and Oakland.
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-In Pennsylvania, there are close to 1,200 inmates in prison
for second-degree murder.
-Major U.S. retailers (Walmart, Target, etc.) cancel millions
in orders.
-Family Dollar stores recalls over 40 health products.
-Colorado is the first state to accept #Bitcoin to pay taxes.
-Southern Baptist Convention, the world’s largest Baptist
Organization and US largest Protestant Christian
denomination, says it is under investigation by the
Department of Justice.
What Was 2020 About – 2 Things:
-Building a new financial system...the Quantum Financial
System (QFS). The QFS and #MedBeds technology came
from #Offworlders.
-It was also about rescuing kidnapped children. Again, CPS
is responsible for the kidnapping of over 88% of the yearly
800,000 missing U.S. children. Bring David and Bonnie
Straight to your city to discuss how CPS is kidnapping your
children and what you need to know about Constitutional
and Common Laws and how to become sovereign at
www.StraightEvents.com.
What is Gesara About:
-Basically, because the banks have been committing fraud
against -- not just you but your ancestors, GESARA will be
about giving the money back to the people.
-They will be paying off your Student Loans, Car Notes, and
Mortgages and you will receive back any funds ever paid
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out to IRS. Keep checking www.CreditKarma.com (a FREE
account) to see when all your bills are zeroed out. For those
retired on Social Security, you will receive up to 5,000 a
month. Because of the birth certificate bonds they put on
you when you were born, you will also receive back funds.
Everyone will have funds.
-Everything will be affordable because we will be going
back to 1955 prices and using Tesla energy so your energy
bill will decrease by 75%.
-There eventually won't be a need for nursing homes
because of the #MedBeds (#MedicalBeds). Everyone will
be living to 150 to 200 years of age or even longer because
of the #MedBeds.
The #MedBeds and 6000 natural cures coming will help you
heal. The #MedBeds will be FREE and will be controlled by
the Military so those having access to the Med Beds first
will be the Military and the Rescued Children, then Seniors,
the Disabled community – then eyeryone else.
-Every single industry including the government, medical,
pharmaceutical, etc. is currently being GUTTED and
OVERHAULED and soon we all will be living in a NEW
WORLD.
-You will only need to work 20 hours a week and use the
rest of the time on Creative Projects or Humanitarian
Projects. Women can go back to staying home again and
taking care of their families. Grandparents especially
Grandmothers (#BringBackMommas) will show up again in
the life of their families to help raise smart and respectful
children. And neighbors will start looking out for each other
again.
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-No one will be homeless. We will get all the homeless
people (veterans, mentally ill, etc.) off the streets and we
will be taking care of each other.
-The innocent will be released from jail including the ‘nonviolent offenders’. Eventually, there will be NO CRIME and
we won't even need the police. All Military, Law
Enforcement, Lawyers, and Judges are currently being
TRAINED and RETRAINED in Constitutional and Common
Laws so we are leaving Maritime and Admiralty Laws, which
was the #1 reason everyone ended up in jail in the first
place.
-We are moving into another Dimension #5thDimension
and another era #GoldenEra and it is going to be a beautiful
time to be alive. The earth will be flourishing with all types
of resources and we will have everything we need to live a
good life.
Check out my facebook group “The Happy Dimension” at
www.Facebook.com/groups/TheHappyDimension -- so you
can see what this #NewWorld (#Gesara for Globally and
#Nesara for U.S.) will look like.
Join My Facebook and Instagram
www.facebook.com/groups/FightingBack10l
www.Instagram.com/SimpleLifeRVing.

Groups

at
and

I have been documenting everything for two and a half
years in my enewsletters, articles and videos so go
back and catch up at:
www.CathyHarrisInternational.com or
www.CathyHarrisSpeaks.com.
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Cathy Harris Gesara Videos and Enewsletters
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/gesaraseries/
Cathy Harris Enewsletters and Articles
https://cathyharrisinternational.com/enewsletters-articles/

CathyHarrisInternational.com
Digital Soldier, Freelance Columnist, Investigative Reporter
Email me with questions at AskCathy@DearCathy.com or
facebook message me.
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